The MSI Modern 15 is the laptop of choice for entrepreneurs and business travelers that demands unwavering performance and a generous screen real estate to view all of your workflow applications; in an ultraportable form factor.

**Light Done Right**
With the Modern’s innovative design and stunning 15.6-inch display, it’s only 3.53 pounds light and 0.63 inch thin so you can easily take it with you.

**HD Webcam**
Be presentable on video calls with the 720p HD Webcam atop the thin bezel display, no unflattering nostril shot here.

**Long-Lasting Battery**
The 52Whr battery provides up to 9 hours on-the-go usage time. Work and create freely completely untethered.

**Connect to Every Possibility**
Equipped with three USB-A and one USB-C ports, makes connecting devices easier.

• Up to latest 10th Gen. Intel Core i7 processor
• Windows 10 Pro / Home
• 15.6” Thin Bezel Full HD (1920x1080)
• Up to 512GB NVMe SSD
• Ultra-light 3.53 lbs, Ultra-slim 0.63 inch
## Modern 15

**Ultra-Thin & Light Business Laptop Solution**

### Model
- **Display Size**: 15.6-inch
- **Color**: Onyx Black
- **Operating System**: Windows 10 Pro

### Features
- **Backlit Keyboard**: White 84 Key
- **Ergonomic Keyboard Design**: 1.5mm key travel
- **Webcam Resolution**: 720p HD Webcam
- **Flip-n-Share**: 180° Hinge Design
- **True Color Technology**: MSI True Color Technology provides different modes to fit various usages
- **Creator Center**: Easily adjustable system modes and resources to optimize your specific needs
- **MIL-STD-810G**: Military-Grade Durability

### System
- **Processor**: Up to latest 10th Gen, Intel® Core™ i7-10510U processor
- **CPU Frequency**: Up to 1.8GHz, Turbo up to 4.9GHz
- **System Memory**: Up to 16GB DDR4 2666MHz, 16GB x 1
- **Capacity**: Up to 512TB NVMe SSD
- **Wireless**: Intel 9560 Jefferson Peak (2x2 802.11 ac)
- **LAN**: RJ45 Dongle* (selected SKUs includes dongle)
- **Bluetooth**: Bluetooth 5

### Display & Audio
- **Screen Size**: 15.6-inch
- **Display Type**: Thin Bezel IPS-Level, close to 90% screen-to-body ratio
- **Resolution**: FHD (1920x1080), 16:9
- **Graphics**: UMA
- **Speakers**: 2W * 2

### Mechanical
- **Material**: Aluminum Chassis
- **Unit Dimensions**: 14.05” x 9.20” x 0.63” (W x H x D)
- **Unit Weight**: 3.53 lbs

### Warranty
- **Standard Warranty**: 1 year Limited warranty (Include 1 Year Global)
- **Pro Warranty**: 3 year on site warranty include ADP on selected SKUs
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